**FILMTEC™ Membranes**

*Loading of Pressure Vessels: Shimming Elements*

Shimming Elements

Pressure vessels for membrane elements are all built with a tolerance to allow for slight variations in the length of the elements. This is referred to as freeboard. In operation, the elements can slip back and forth during start-up and shutdown, causing wear to the internal seals. Additionally, the pressure vessel elongates when pressurized, which in the most extreme case could push the whole stack of elements off of the lead end adapter, resulting in a severe feed-to-permeate leak. Shimming the elements in a pressure vessel at the time they are loaded will minimize the shifting that occurs during start-ups and shutdowns and ensures that the adapters are properly seated in the permeate tubes of the lead and tail elements.

Shims themselves are plastic spacer rings (like washers), usually about 0.20 inches (5 mm) thick with an inside diameter slightly larger than the pressure vessel head end of the adapter. Figure 4.1 shows a drawing of a typical shim and the placement of multiple shims on the adapter between the adapter hub and the pressure vessel head. Shims are always placed on the feed end adapter, keeping the stack of elements tight against the thrust ring and end plug on the brine end of the pressure vessel.

**Figure 4.1 Shim and placement on feed end adapter**

Shims can be purchased from your pressure vessel manufacturer. An alternative is to cut shims from an appropriately sized piece of polyvinylchloride (PVC) pipe. If cut from pipe, the shims must be free of burrs and must be cut parallel and flat to work correctly.
The process of shimming is performed after the membrane elements have been loaded. The element stack should be pushed completely into the vessel such that the downstream element is firmly seated against the thrust ring at the brine end of the vessel. Refer to the pressure vessel manufacturer’s instructions on loading elements. From this point the procedure is as follows:

1. Remove the adapter o-ring and head seal from the feed end of these vessel components. This will assure that there is no interference from any of the sealing components and minimize the force required to “seat the head.”
2. Remove the end plate and slide spacers over the head end of the adapter that fits into the permeate port. Add enough spacers so it is not possible to install the retaining rings after seating the head.
3. Remove one spacer at a time until you can just install the retaining rings. The slight remaining movement is acceptable.
4. Remove the head and reinstall the adapter o-ring and head seal.
5. Close the vessel according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
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For more information about FILMTEC membranes, call the Dow Water Solutions business:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>1-800-447-4369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>(+55) 11-5188-9222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>(+32) 3-450-2240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific</td>
<td>+60 3 7958 3392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>+813 5460 2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>+86 21 2301 9000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

http://www.filmtec.com

**Notice:** The use of this product in and of itself does not necessarily guarantee the removal of cysts and pathogens from water. Effective cyst and pathogen reduction is dependent on the complete system design and on the operation and maintenance of the system.

**Notice:** No freedom from any patent owned by Seller or others is to be inferred. Because use conditions and applicable laws may differ from one location to another and may change with time, Customer is responsible for determining whether products and the information in this document are appropriate for Customer’s use and for ensuring that Customer’s workplace and disposal practices are in compliance with applicable laws and other governmental enactments. Seller assumes no obligation or liability for the information in this document. NO WARRANTIES ARE GIVEN; ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY EXCLUDED.